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Introduction to 
the company
This is the official EXW white paper. Everything about the company and its present and future 
projects should be explained with this whitepaper.

Introduction to the subject Blockchain
1. The term blockchain is more commonly used for a concept that allows an accounting

system to be decentralized while still achieving consensus on the correct condition of
accounting, even though many participants are involved in accounting.

2. This concept is referred to as Distributed Ledger Technology (Decentralized Account Book
Technology) or DLT.

3. What is kept in the accounting system book, is irrelevant to the concept of Blockchain.
4. It is crucial that later transactions build on previous transactions and confirm them

as correct, by proving the knowledge of previous transactions.
5. This makes it impossible to manipulate or pay for the existence or content of the previous

transactions without at the same time destroying all later transactions that the earlier
ones have confirmed.

6. Other participants in the decentralized accounting who still have knowledge of the later
transactions would simply recognize a manipulated copy of the blockchain by having
inconsistencies in the calculations.

Explanation token
1. A token is a specially logged attachment in a ready blockchain that has certain tasks or

information programmed into it for its behavior in the blockchain.
2. Thus, a token does not have its own blockchain but uses an existing blockchain (eg

Ethereum) for the consensus formation.
3. Tokens are usually used to finance and support a project.
4. The security of the Blockchain allows each Token Holder to transfer it on his own Wallet

without relying on a third party (bank, trustee).
5. Due to the compatibility of the token with the respective blockchain, a broad spectrum

of already existing products or tools will be made available, depending on the
selected blockchain.

6. If you have an ERC-20 token (on the Ethereum Blockchain passing tokens) you can also
use existing tools such as Etherscan.io also see his transactions sent with the token and
these are recorded in the respective block chain.
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Definition - What does 

Cryptocurrency Exchange mean?

A cryptocurrency exchange is any system that operates on the basis of trading cryptocurren-
cies with other assets. Like a traditional financial exchange, the cryptocurrency exchange’s core 
operation is to allow for the buying and selling of these digital assets, as well as others.
A cryptocurrency exchange is also known as a digital currency exchange (DCE).

To really understand cryptocurrency exchanges, think about the ways that these new types of 
exchanges are different from traditional financial exchanges. Cryptocurrencies are inherently 
unstable in terms of value and sourcing. Cryptocurrencies like bitcoin have been associated 
with major disruptive events where bitcoin value changed dramatically over a short period of 
time, or where major exchanges went under due to theft, fraud or other problems.

Cryptocurrency exchanges have to build in protections from some of these events. However, 
these exchanges do serve as a key vehicle for liquid use of cryptocurrency assets.

In other ways, cryptocurrency exchanges work just like traditional exchanges. On many of these 
platforms, cryptocurrency buyers and sellers can make limit orders or market orders, and the 
brokering process works like it would for any other kind of asset. The cryptocurrency exchange 
helps with the transaction and collects the fees. The difference is the underlying asset – bitcoin 
or Ethereum or some other cryptocurrency that does not have the same valuation properties as 
a national currency.
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POS

The term “Point of Sale” is abbreviated to “POS” and means in German as much as a sales office 
or a shopping center - depending on the perspective from which you look at the scene. For the 
seller, this is the point of sale, for which, however, the buyer can translate the so-called “point 
of purchase” into “place of purchase” and abbreviate it to “PoP.” The PoS occupies an important 
position in marketing.

As a point of sale, the clothing store around the corner, the cash register at Aldi, but also an 
e-commerce site like Ebay serve. In general, one can state that goods are offered for sale in a
point of sale and that PoS thus functions as an interface between the company and the cus-
tomer.

PoS in marketing

But wonderful products at fair prices are usually no longer sufficient for today’s oversupply 
to convince the customer to buy. This is where the so-called PoS marketers come into play. 
Considering the target group they consider the appropriate PoS strategy. PoS marketing here 
includes all measures to attract customers locally and to persuade them still at the PoS of the 
purchase of a very specific product. If it is a single business, PoS marketing can start with store 
design. Is the façade attractively designed? Do the shop windows invite passers-by to visit? Is 
the store recognizable from afar?

When designing within a shop, it depends on the design of the PoS. For this purpose, targeted 
advertising can serve locally, such as posters and ceiling hangers. In order to have a positive 
influence on the customer, PoS-Marekting also pays attention to an attractive product presenta-
tion. The product placement is very popular at the cash register, because here the customer 
has time to look at the offered products during the waiting period and to spontaneously make 
a purchase decision.

example

Kirsten was commissioned by a market research agency to conduct interviews with customers 
of the department store chain “Blue” at the point of sale. She stands in front of the department 
store for eight hours and asks passers-by who have shopped there. 
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Arbitrage  — “is the simultaneous purchase and sale of an asset to profit from an imbal-
ance in the price. It is a trade that profits by exploiting the price differences of identical or 
similar financial instruments on different markets or in different forms.” Investopedia

Fiat or fiat money —  — “is a currency without intrinsic value that has been established 
as money, often by government regulation. Fiat money does not have use value, and has value 
only because a government maintains its value, or because parties engaging in exchange 
agree on its value”, Wikipedia. For example, dollars or Euros are fiat money.

Crypto asset —is a digital asset which utilises cryptography, peer-to-peer networking, 
and a public ledger to regulate the creation of new units, verify transactions, and secure the 
transactions without the intervention of any middleman. There are 4 types of crypto assets:

1. Cryptocurrency (e.g. BTC)
2. Platform tokens/cryptocommodities (e.g. ETH)
3. Utility tokens (e.g. OMG)
4. Transactional tokens (e.g. Stellar)

Volatility — “In finance, volatility (symbol σ) is the degree of variation of a trading price 
series over time as measured by the standard deviation of logarithmic returns”, Wikipedia

Deposit — amount of fiat money you have decided to put into crypto exchange to buy cryp-
tocurrencies

Withdrawal — amount of cryptocurrencies you have sold for fiat or transferred to anoth-
er exchange

Order book — a ledger containing all outstanding orders-instructions from traders to buy 
or sell bitcoin.
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Find arbitrage opportunities

Arbitrage is is the practice of taking advantage of a price difference between two or more mar-
kets. For example, an arbitrage opportunity is present when there is the opportunity to instanta-
neously buy something for a low price and sell it for a higher price. To find an arbitrage oppor-
tunity is an essential step. There are two major kinds of the crypto arbitrage:
• Arbitrage between exchanges and
• Arbitrage within an exchange.
Let us have a look at each of them and consider pro’s and con’s.

Arbitrage between exchanges

Arbitrage between exchanges is the most obvious type of arbitrage, because it is very similar 
to the fiat currency arbitrage (e.g. forex arbitrage) or to the sports arbitrage. The idea is sim-
ple: benefit from the differences in prices for the same coin but on different exchanges. For 
example, see the different prices for Bitcoin in US dollars for different exchanges on the Figure 
1, where the price for 1 Bitcoin ranges between 6600 and 8730 US dollars. In this example you 
would buy for 6600 USD on and sell for 8730 USD, theoretically making 2130 USD or 32% in prof-
its for one single transaction. Sounds good, right? Please do not rush to follow this particular 
example and read further.

Let us split the process in steps:
1. Register on both exchanges of your choice
2. Deposit fiat on one exchange and buy a Bitcoin or any other cryptocurrency
3. Transfer cryptocurrency to the other exchange
4. Sell your crypto asset for fiat
5. Withdraw the profit

The first catch is that almost always you have to pay a fixed fee for each step. The subject 
of fees is quiet complex, you can read all about in the section below. But just to give you an 
idea, you might pay as little as 3% of your crypto asset or as much as 15%, depending on the 
exchanges.

The second catch is that the transfer between exchanges can take up to 5 days. Since the vola-
tility of cryptocurrencies is high, the theoretical profit might diminish during this time.
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It is possible to reduce the amount of fees and also waiting time. Here is how you could do 
it step by step:

1. ister on the exchange 1 and 2
2. Deposit fiat on exchange 1
3. Deposit fiat on exchange 2
4. For a part of deposit buy a cryptocurrency on exchange 1, now you have fiat and crypto on 
 this exchange
5. For a part of deposit buy a cryptocurrency on exchange 2 , now you have fiat and crypto on 
 this exchange
6. When arbitrage opportunity presents, buy a cryptocurrency on the exchange 1 and sell the 
 same amount of the cryptocurrency on the exchange 2 at the same time, or vice versa.

Here there is no transfer of the cryptocurrencies between exchanges, that means neither wait-
ing time, nor fee for this step. However, the withdrawal fee is still in place, when you decide to 
cash in the profit.

Obviously, arbitrage between exchanges is connected to several risks, see section on arbitrage 
risk below.

Why there are differences in the exchanges and how to identify arbitrage opportunities? 
Here are few ideas:

1. Liquidity (see example above): difference in the trading volumes at different exchanges, 
 meaning difference in supply and demand, affects the prices. On the established exchanges 
 prices fluctuate less than on the smaller or new ones.
2. Geography (while something can happen in the morning in Europe, that influences prices, 
 the most of people in US are still sleeping, hence the price difference due to the geography)
3. Listings (price difference when a crypto coin gets listed in one of the major exchanges).
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Arbitrage within an exchange

Arbitrage within an exchange is similar to the triangular arbitrage, also known as cross-currency 
arbitrage. The step-by-step process is then as follows:
1. Start with deposit of some amount of fiat on an exchange
2. Buy cryptocurrency 1
3. Sell cryptocurrency 1 and buy cryptocurrency 2
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3
5. Sell cryptocurrency 2 for fiat
6. Withdraw the profit

You could substitute fiat with yet another cryptocurrency, or repeat step 2 many times with 
different cryptocurrencies. In the last case, it will be not a triangular arbitrage, but polygonal 
arbitrage.
By staying within an exchange and applying the same process over and over again to different 
cryptocurrencies, the major fee (withdrawal of cryptocurrency) is eliminated.

The catch in this case though is that the opportunity is less obvious than in case of arbitrage 
between exchanges.
Here is an example of triangular arbitrage. Let’s say that you have deposited some funds to an 
exchange and bought USDT, which you might consider a crypto equivalent of USD. You want to 
buy 1 Bitcoin (BTC). Of course you could buy 1 BTC for 6527.06 USDT (on 20th of August 2018, 
04:26 CET).

Or you could use the triangular arbitrage strategy:
1. Buy Ethereum or ETH for USDT, 1 ETH = 302.15 USDT
2. Buy BTC for ETH, 1 ETH = 0.04643 BTC, or 1 BTC = 21.5378 ETH

Then your BTC would cost 21.5378*302.15 = 6507.64 USDT.

That means, to buy BTC via ETH you saved 19,41 USDT, which is about 0.3% of the Bitcoin price. 
If you sell immediately 1 BTC for 6527.06 USDT, you will make 0.3% profit of these 2 transac-
tions.
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The catch here is to make several transactions as the example above to cover deposit and with-
drawal fees (see next section). The best practice is to run a bot that identifies the opportunity 
and if it is higher than a certain threshold (that includes fees and taxes), buy and sell while you 
are sleeping.

It can be even more complex, you could have bought first number of Litecoins (LTC), then ETH 
for LTC, BTC for ETH and finally cash out BTC for USDT. In this case you would make 0.306% 
profit (on 20th of August 2018, 04:26 CET).

Given the fact that the number of cryptocurrencies is approaching 2000, the combinations are 
endless, see example on Figure 1.

Fees
By now, hopefully, you have identified an arbitrage opportunity and know how much percent you 
will gain if the orders will be executed in the ideal/theoretical case. Now let’s have a look how 
much fees you have to pay and what risks are associated with every trage.

Fees at exchanges:
There are three major sources of fees at the exchanges:
Fee #1: Fiat deposit/withdrawal fee is taken by an exchange for deposit/withdrawal of money 
from your bank account or by a credit card payment.
1. Credit card payment is instant, you immediately can use your funds. However, the fee 
 ranges between 3% to 8%. WEX exchange charges 15% for the fiat withdrawal.
2. The wire transfer to the exchange deposit account has usually a small transaction fee (see 
 below), but it can take several days.
3. Direct deposit (might be even slower than the wire transfer, moreover direct deposits 
 outside of country incur the conversion fee, e.g. in US it is 2.5%)

Fee #2: Transaction fee
Depending on the exchange, the transactions are charged with
1. Fixed fee
2. Maker fee
3. Taker fee

The fixed fee is obvious: independent of the coin, volume and order books, the fee stays always 
the same. It ranges between 0.02% and 0.1%.
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The maker and taker fee have been introduced by the Kraken exchange and some other ex-
changes followed.

“A trade gets the taker fee if the trade order is matched immediately against an order already 
on the order book, which is removing liquidity. A trade gets the maker fee if the trade order is 
not matched immediately against an order already on the order book, which is adding liquidity.”
Basically, if you want to sell/buy and you put the price such that your order will be executed 
immediately, then you pay lower fee (taker fee). Otherwise your order has to stay for some time 
and for the exchange it is less beneficial, in which case you pay the maker fee. Usually the maker 
fee is 2–3 times more than the taker fee.

These fees might change dependent on the amount of your order : the more you buy/sell the 
smaller the fee. Some exchanges only charge the taker fee, in this case the maker fee is 0%. See 
an overview of the fees per exchange here.

Fee #3: Cryptocurrency deposit/withdrawal.

Usually, deposit of a cryptocoin is free, but if an exchange needs to create a new address for 
your chosen coin, then they will charge blockchain (or network fee), see below. Withdrawals fee 
are depending on the crypto coin, for example Kraken charges for Bitcoin withdrawal 0.0005 
Bitcoin and Binance charges twice as much 0.001 Bitcoin. Also some exchanges don’t charge 
withdrawal fee, for example GDAX.

Let’s have a real life example with fees of an arbitrage on Coinbase, where you can buy Bitcoin 
directly. Let’s say that you want to buy Bitcoin for 10,000 USD at Coinbase via credit card (be-
cause it is the instant way of buying crypto). Coinbase charges 4% for this credit card transac-
tion, that means you have 9600 USD left to buy Bitcoin. The prices are following (on 31st August 
of 2018):
• 1 BTC = 7044,32 USD
• 1 ETH = 283,49 USD
• 1 ETH = 0.04032 BTC

The arbitrage opportunity is to buy BTC via ETH: 9600 USD -> 33,86 ETH -> 1,3653815 BTC, 
whereas if you would buy BTC directly you would get: 9600 USD -> 1,3628001 BTC. The gain 
from this arbitrage opportunity is 0.2581% (equal to 18,18 USD=0.00258139 BTC).



If your orders are executed immediately, then 0% fees apply. However, if your order gets stuck 
in the order book, then the fee per 1 transaction is 0.3% (taker fee). Let’s assume that you have 
got lucky and do not have to pay transaction fees. In this case, you would need 22 transactions 
similar to these to cover the credit card fee for the deposit only.

Finally you need to pay the withdrawal fee. We suggest to use a wire transfer which has a little 
fixed fee (0,15€, 1£, 25USD).

You see, fees might be a profit killer, so you have to be very careful with the choice of the ex-
change.

Few ideas to minimize the fees:
• Ideally match your transaction such that the order will be executed immediately
• Use exchanges with no/little crypto withdrawal fee
• Check carefully the fiat withdrawal fee on the exchange
• Use wire transfer instead of the credit card or the direct deposit
• Use exchanges with the deposit account

Fees on blockchain or network fees

Every crypto coin is connected to a blockchain. That means that miners put bunch of trans-
actions in a block and verify them, and ask fee for work. This fee is called blockchain fee or 
network fee.

Some exchanges don’t take fee for the deposit or the withdrawal of a cryptocurrency. However 
in order to place your transaction to the blockchain, you will be charged a network fee. For 
example, you would place your freshly bought Bitcoin from Coinbase to your wallet or offline 
storage. At the moment of writing this article, the Bitcoin network fee was less than 1 USD.
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Fees on wallets
Many free wallets take a transaction fee to support development and maintenance of the wallet 
software. You could check the fee in your wallet settings. Moreover, if the wallet creates a new 
address to store your cryptocurrency, it has to be added to the cryptocurrency blockchain. In 
this case, the network fee occurs (see above).

Conclusions

Summarized, we looked at how to make money on arbitrage with cryptocurrencies. Basically, 
we have identified 2 important steps. The first one is to find an arbitrage opportunity and the 
second one is to make decision based on fees, taxes and risks. The important factors to con-
sider are
• Exchanges: some have higher fees, some take longer transaction times, some are

more trustworthy
• Kind of arbitrage you want to execute, because for the arbitrage across exchanges you

need relatively more investments than within one exchange.
• Market volatility: some coins fluctuate more than others
• Country of your residence, since as a private person or a company you might have to

pay taxes
• Your funds/investment in fiat and/or in cryptocurrencies on one or across exchanges.

Remember, that to trade across exchanges you need to have a fiat and the crypto available
on these in order to maximize your profits on arbitrage.

In my opinion it is also important to understand that you need several arbitrage transactions to 
cover your deposit, withdrawal fees and evenual taxes.
By taking into the account all these ingredients: fees, risks, taxes, you can increase your chanc-
es of success in the crypto arbitrage.
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Advantage of EXW Wallet

Could a wallet be hacked?

How can this happen? How can hackers steal crypto?
Hackers take advantage of simple human weaknesses

The most popular type of scam is phishing. Hackers can send you a fake e-mail from your Wallet 
service that contains a fake URL that may be one or more characters different from the actual 
URL of your Wallet service. Or hackers can even redirect the correct URL to a fake URL when 
you access the online wallet. The last major phishing scam occurred on April 24, 2018, with My 
Ether Wallet users who lost a total of approximately € 130,000 in Ethereum on a DNS hack.
In addition to phishing, hackers use simple human errors, such as keeping private keys in 
e-mails, releasing keys to the public, using public unprotected networks that allow hackers to 
grab all the information and find the password. A large number of tokens and large transactions 
can trick hackers into hacking your wallet.

Imagine accessing your wallet and seeing no coins and multiple transactions on unknown ad-
dresses. That probably means you were hacked.

Due to the anonymity of cryptocurrencies they “belong” to the one who owns the codes. So 
when the money is gone, it is - in most cases - gone. You can track the address of the last wallet, 
but that does not help. Notify the company - it is possible that you are not an isolated case - and 
check your wallet and PC / smartphone security if it has significant shortcomings.

If your coins were kept in a crypto wallet and the market was hacked, there is a possibility that 
you could get some kind of compensation. The best thing you can do to protect your wallet is to 
make sure you are aware of the potential threats and use your wallet properly.
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EXW Token

The EXW Token is realized as an ERC 20 token.
ERC-20 tokens

ERC-20 tokens are tokens designed and used solely on the Ethereum platform.
They follow a list of standards so that they can be shared, exchanged for other tokens, or trans-
ferred to a crypto-wallet.

The Ethereum community created these standards with three optional rules, and six mandatory.
Optional
• Token Name
• Symbol
• Decimal (up to 18)

Mandatory
• totalSupply
• balanceOf
• transfer
• transferFrom
• approve
• allowance

Smart Contracts
Smart contracts are used to create ERC-20 tokens.
They are also used to facilitate transactions of tokens, and record balances of tokens in an 
account. Smart contracts are written in the programming language “Solidity” on the basis of 
If-This-Then-That (IFTTT) logic.

What happens after a smart contract creates a token?
This is where ERC-20 comes in.
After a token has been created, it can be traded, spent, or given to someone else.
ERC-20 is the universal language that all tokens on the Ethereum network use. It allows one 
token to be traded with another.

[transfer] allows a certain number of tokens to be transferred from the total supply to a user ac-
count.
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Before the game can start, the players must receive their Token from the dealer.
benefits of ERC-20
Basically, it makes everything more simple.

Before ERC-20 tokens, developers might use other terminology in the code - e.g.
one token uses [totalAmount] while another uses [totalNumber].

Exchanges and wallets needed to build their platforms to accommodate for each
one token’s code.

With a universal standard, new tokens can be put on an exchange or transferred to
a wallet automatically, once it’s been created.
ERC-20 also makes the creation of new tokens extremely easy, and that is why Ethereum has 
become the most popular platform for ICO’s in 2017.

Are there any problems with ERC-20?
ERC-20 is not perfect.
There are some issues that the ERC-20 token standards do not address.
There are situations that tokens might be unintentionally destroyed when they are used as 
payment for a smart contract rather than using Ether. An estimated $3 million has been lost 
because of this.

To fix this bug, the Ethereum community is currently working on a new standard
named ERC-223. These standards are not compatible with ERC-20, however, so developers are 
encouraged to continue using ERC-20 until compatibility is realized.

In April 2018, a number of exchanges suspended token deposits and withdrawals of Ethere-
um-based tokens due to the batchOverflow bug. It is described as a ‘classic integer overflow 
issue’ and might potentially allow an attacker to ‘possess a huge amount of tokens’.

It was noted, that there’s no traditional security approach to fix these vulnerabilities at the mo-
ment.
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EXW Exchange

Definition - What does Cryptocurrency Exchange mean?
A cryptocurrency exchange is any system that operates on the basis of trading cryptocurren-
cies with other assets. Like a traditional financial exchange, the cryptocurrency exchange’s core 
operation is to allow for the buying and selling of these digital assets, as well as others.
A cryptocurrency exchange is also known as a digital currency exchange (DCE).

Cryptocurrency Exchange
To really understand cryptocurrency exchanges, think about the ways that these new types of 
exchanges are different from traditional financial exchanges. Cryptocurrencies are inherently 
unstable in terms of value and sourcing. Cryptocurrencies like bitcoin have been associated 
with major disruptive events where bitcoin value changed dramatically over a short period of 
time, or where major exchanges went under due to theft, fraud or other problems.

Cryptocurrency exchanges have to build in protections from some of these events. However, 
these exchanges do serve as a key vehicle for liquid use of cryptocurrency assets.

In other ways, cryptocurrency exchanges work just like traditional exchanges. On many of these 
platforms, cryptocurrency buyers and sellers can make limit orders or market orders, and the 
brokering process works like it would for any other kind of asset. The cryptocurrency exchange 
helps with the transaction and collects the fees. The difference is the underlying asset – bitcoin 
or Ethereum or some other cryptocurrency that does not have the same valuation properties as 
a national currency.

How do crypto exchanges work?
They enable the exchange of one cryptocurrency for another, the purchase and sale of coins 
and the exchange of fiat money in crypto.

Crypto exchanges determine the course of the currencies - both the coins and the tokens. The 
cryptocurrency price usually depends on the actions of the sellers and buyers, although there 
are other factors that can influence the price.

Different crypto exchanges can have different options and functions. Some of them are made 
for dealers while others are made for quick crypto-fiat exchanges. Crypto exchanges - designed 
for ordinary traders - allow you to buy crypto and sell it at lower commissions than on crypto-fiat 
exchanges. In addition, trading platforms charge fees for withdrawing money from the account.
Basically, crypto exchanges are similar to ordinary stock exchanges. The difference is that trad-
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ers on a stock exchange buy and sell assets - stocks or derivatives - to take advantage of their 
changing prices, while traders on crypto exchanges use crypto currency pairs to benefit from 
very volatile exchange rates.

What are crypto currency pairs?
Trading in cryptocurrency pairs allows you to benefit from changing exchange rates - this is the 
main business for crypto traders.

Keep in mind that the order of the currencies in the pairs is always important. For example, if 
you expect BTC to rise against the USD in the near future, you should buy the BTC / USD pair - 
with BTC first and USD second - and vice versa, if you think BTC is down against the USD In this 
case, you should buy the USD / BTC pair - with USD first.

Some popular exchanges completely avoid the use of fiat money by offering only crypto pairs. 
The most popular crypto-crypto pairs are BTC / LTC or LTC / BTC and ETH / BTC or BTC / ETH. 
However, there are many crypto exchanges - like the ABCC platform - that allow trading in USD 
(USD / BTC, BTC / USD, etc.). After you make a profit - or maybe a loss - complete the deal and 
start a new one.

Can I benefit from price differentials on different exchanges?
A small profit is possible if the price difference covers the stock exchange fees.
If you compare the price of Bitcoin on five popular exchanges during a regular trading day, you 
will most likely see a one to two percent difference. The difference can be up to five percent on 
active trading days with higher volumes - typically the volume increases each time prices rise 
or fall dramatically.

If you sell your bitcoins on one exchange at a higher price and buy them on another at a lower 
price, make sure that the transaction fees and the fees charged by the different exchanges ex-
ceed the value difference. Sometimes it’s not worth it either.

However, there are a number of programs on the Internet, called Trading Arbitrage, that allow 
you to make small profits from the different Bitcoin rates - depending on how much time you 
have to spend on research.

I also want to trade, how can I start?
You must first buy cryptocurrency.
To open your own account on a crypto-exchange, you must transfer an initial amount to the 
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account. It is common for crypto exchanges to accept USD or other fiat money as their national 
currency, that is, the currency you first deposited in the account.

So you should buy crypto on the cryptocurrency exchange - or your crypto wallet app - and 
transfer it to the address your crypto exchange assigns you. You can also find some platforms 
that accept USD as well as PayPal and credit cards.

If you do not have enough money to trade, you can borrow some from the crypto exchange. This 
is referred to as margin trading. In that case, it is important to remember that there could be a 
leverage factor that could either increase your profits or your losses.

The Car Program
Together with our partner companies, we are able to launch an attractive vehicle program. All 
vehicles of the Mercedes Benz, Audi, BMW and Range Rover assortment are available. However, 
after consultation with the management, it is also possible to obtain vehicles from other man-
ufacturers. Attractive conditions for corporate clients and easy processing by our experts are 
the top priority.

EXW Payment Tool
Since the end of 2018, the company is in negotiations with various companies to create a net-
work for our POS system. Thus, the EXW is made even more usable and is suitable as a means 
of payment for everyone. This offers tremendous advantages for both the partner companies 
and the end customer. The practical use of the token is increased again and can now also be 
used as a means of payment.

Sales Positions
1x50k zu je 1,25%
3x20k zu je 0,5%
5x10k zu je 0.25%
8x5k zu je 0.125%



Compensation PLAN
After the enormously successful launch of the EXW Exchange platform over a year 

ago now the new revolution! Thanks to our unique arbitrage trading, we have been 

able to realize high returns with low risk for you.

With our new EXW-wallet and the EXW-Coins you get 0.32% per day in EXW. You can change and 
pay out in BTC or ETH at any time. In addition, you can also re-invest your profits-so you get even 
more for your money.

Compensation plan
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1. Basic

 Requirement: 1 direct partner
activation level 1

2. Starter

 Requirement: 2 direct partner
activation level 2

3. Builder

 Requirement: 3 direct partner 
activation level 3

4. Pro Builder

 Requirement: 6 direct partner
activation level 4

5. Expert Builder

 Requirement: 8 direct partner
activation level 5

6. Ambassador

 Requirement: 10 direct partner
activation level 6

7. Grand Ambassador

 Requirement: 12 direct partner
activation level 7

8. Diamond

 Requirement: 14 direct partner
activation level 8

9. Diamond Ambassador

 Requirement: 16 direct partner
activation level 9

10. World Elite

 Requirement: 20 direct partner
activation level 10
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Roadmap

Top Positioning Sale
14.07.2019

EXW Token Launch
30.07.2019

EXW Car Program Launch
28.10.2019

EXW Payment Tool Launch
28.05.2020

Backoffice Launch
20.07.2019

EXW Exchange Launch
30.07.2019

EXW Official App
27.01.2020

EXW Official Listing
30.08.2020
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Dashboard

Wallets
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Downline

Exchange
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PROFIL

KYC
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Downloads 

FAQ




